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moving ideas

We believe that ideas can move the world 
This is why we are showcasing Blum's latest innovations once again so you can 
realise your furniture concepts. Our functional and easy-to-use fittings connect 
fronts, pull-outs and doors to cabinets. But to us, “connect” means more than 
just connecting components. We want to connect your creative ideas and our 
fittings solutions. We want to connect the learnings of the past and the trends  
of the future. And we want to connect our broad range of products and services 
to make your job easier. Let’s create moving ideas together.
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No matter if you're in a house or an apartment, whether 
it is big or small – we have inspiring cabinet solutions 
for a variety of different living areas. In addition, we 
offer practical information around ergonomics, storage 
maximisation, top quality motion and design. 

Let’s share our experiences and develop ideas together 
so that we can put an even stronger focus on practical 
cabinet solutions in the future.

Blum Inspirations

Facts
–  Our CLIP top BLUMOTION hinge consists of  

58 component parts and is made on fully-automated, 
high-precision production lines. To deliver top quality 
motion to every piece of furniture. 

–  Up to 250 kg of items are kept on average in the  
kitchen. That is why it is so important to make full  
use of the space available. 

–  Fine furniture is furniture that opens with ease and 
closes softly and effortlessly. In every living area.

SPACE TOWER

SPACE TWIN

REVEGO

Sink cabinet

SPACE STEP

Why not maximise under-sink storage space?  
This U-shaped pull-out is also ideal for bathrooms.

The SPACE STEP plinth solution creates additional storage space and  
provides ergonomic access to higher storage levels throughout the home.

The spacious SPACE TOWER larder unit provides  
easy access to all items stored in a kitchen.

The narrow cabinet enables  
made-to-measure solutions and  
creates storage in unexpected places. 

The new REVEGO pocket system opens 
up and closes off your home office within 
seconds. The same applies to functional 
spaces in other rooms.
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Blum Inspirations

Discover more at 

blum-inspirations.com

Ergonomics

Design

Let’s make a comparison: Doors or drawers in base units? 
What’s most important is easy access and clear visibility. 

Innovative fittings support your design ideas and  
enable you to implement the latest furniture trends. 

This clever solution is not only a real eye-catcher in  
the utility room. The practical shelf with a lock-open  
stop makes household chores child’s play.

Pull-out shelf

Discover more ideas for a better quality of living, the right 
services for implementation and inspiring sales stories.
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Dark surfaces

Digital technology

LEGRABOX

AVENTOS top

REVEGO

The world of living spaces is in constant motion. Just like us. 
We are constantly optimising and extending our offering. We 
develop new products so that we can answer your every need. 
Read on to discover what Blum innovations await you this year! 

Lift systems

Hinge systems

Box systems

Runner systems

Design trends

Digital technology

Services

Pocket systems

20 Hinge systems 
  Motion is not just about  

OPENING and CLOSING doors

26 TANDEMBOX 
 Efficient and simple

48 TANDEM 
 7/8 extension, integrated TIP-ON

32 MERIVOBOX 
 Let's create – The box platform for your ideas

70 Distributors 
 Partnership on an equal footing

72 Cabinet makers 
 Services to make your job easier

74  Industrial furniture  
manufacturers 

 Good services are there when you need them

10 AVENTOS 
 New concepts for more freedom of movement

16 AVENTOS top 
 Reduced to the essentials

52 REVEGO 
 New pocket systems

40 LEGRABOX 
 Turn your inspiration into a reality

60 Dark surfaces 
 It's not just design, it's style

64 Power integrated furniture 
 New technologies, new possibilities
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Lift systems | AVENTOSLift systems 
New concepts for more freedom of movement
There are many ways to improve your customers’ quality of living. 
The comprehensive range of AVENTOS lift systems opens up 
a whole new world of design possibilities. Whether they fold up, 
swing up and over, lift or pivot up – lift systems add visual impact 
to any space. Product innovation AVENTOS HKi, for example, is 
seamlessly integrated in the cabinet side. And the compact design 
of AVENTOS HK top will now be possible for all lift system types, 
opening up numerous new applications throughout the home. 
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Design possibilities 
Wood or stone fronts, wide or narrow aluminium frames, 
thin fronts of 8 mm or more – AVENTOS enables you to 
implement many different design ideas. 

Lift systems | AVENTOSFreedom of movement 
Freedom of movement and easy access to  
cabinet contents are a great advantage. Thanks  
to AVENTOS, fronts glide up and out of the way and 
can stay open while you are working in the kitchen.

Easy opening and closing 
SERVO-DRIVE delivers supreme opening and closing ease to 
wall cabinets. Alternatively, you can use the TIP-ON mechanical 
opening support system for handle-less fronts.

Variable stop 
The front is always within easy 
reach for closing thanks to the 
variable stop. It is not necessary 
to open the cabinet completely.

Harmonious design of wall cabinets and base units 
Thanks to AVENTOS, you can also implement extra wide  
wall cabinets. This allows you to harmonise the design and  
gap layout of overhead cupboards and base units.
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New cover cap design for  
AVENTOS HF, HS and HL 
Cover caps for AVENTOS HF, HS and 
HL are now available in a linear design 
to match those of AVENTOS HK top and 
AVENTOS HK-S so that you can create  
a coherent look in all living areas. 

Cover caps come in silk white, light grey 
and dark grey. In future, you will be able  
to use the same branding element for all 
lift system types.

AVENTOS HKi 
The AVENTOS HKi stay lift is integrated in the cabinet side. The product 
innovation not only inspires with top quality design and power setting from 
the front. It naturally also boasts the top quality motion and convenience 
you expect of AVENTOS. The onyx black fitting merges beautifully with the 
interior and is therefore ideal for display cabinets.

Lift systems | AVENTOS
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Lift systems | AVENTOS top

AVENTOS HK top will be complemented by a bi-fold, lift up and 
up-and-over model to create a whole AVENTOS top family. The 
compact design blends in discretely with tall units and wall cabinets. 
Many integrated features make assembly and installation especially 
easy. There are two lift mechanism fixing methods. You can either 
use an integrated positioning system or pre-mounted system screws.

AVENTOS top family 
Reduced to the essentials

Two lift mechanism fixing methods: 
Pre-mounted system screws or chipboard 

screws and positioning system 

SERVO-DRIVE: Easy tool-free assembly 
with guided start-up using colour signals

Compact range: 
Fewer types of lift mechanisms, 
levers and cover caps

Integrated safety mechanism

Minimal opening forces

Setting from the front

Sleek and linear design: 
Same cover cap for  
AVENTOS HF top, HS top and HL top
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Lift systems | AVENTOS topAVENTOS HF top 
Additional information for bi-fold lift 
systems: 
Cabinet height up to 1200 mm, fewer 
types of lift mechanisms and levers, 
integrated opening angle stop, same 
lift mechanism position, same posi-
tion on the front.

AVENTOS HS top 
Additional information for up and 
over lift systems: 
No cross stabilisation, fewer types of 
lift mechanisms and levers because 
levers are symmetrical – also applies 
to SERVO-DRIVE. 

AVENTOS HK top 
Additional information for stay lifts: 
Integrated opening angle stop.  
Already available.

AVENTOS HL top 
Additional information for lift up systems: 
Fewer types of lift mechanisms and 
levers because levers are symmetrical. 
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Hinge systemsHinge systems 
Motion is not just about  
OPENING and CLOSING doors
It is our motivation to provide fittings that meet customers’ 
needs. That is why the last 57 years have seen constant  
developments. Just like those to our range of CLIP top  
BLUMOTION hinges. They impress with their compact  
size, elegant design, high stability and top quality. Integ- 
rated soft-close BLUMOTION ensures that furniture doors  
close softly and effortlessly. The wide range of hinges  
gives you the right solution for almost every application. 
From wide angle and aluminium frame to mirror cabinets. 
From especially thin doors to especially thick ones. We 
also offer our hinges in a dark, onyx black finish. 
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Hinge systems

CLIP top BLUMOTION 155° 
The wide angle hinge with zero protrusion  
delivers top quality motion to cabinets with  
a large opening angle and inner drawers. 

CLIP top BLUMOTION for thin doors 
Thanks to the EXPANDO T fixing system,  
CLIP top BLUMOTION can also be used for thin doors.

CLIP top BLUMOTION CRISTALLO 
The CLIP top BLUMOTION CRISTALLO hinge is very stable  
and has been designed especially for glass and mirror doors. 
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Box systemsBox systems 
Developing for the future
A box system for every requirement? You’ve got it with Blum. 
You can choose between TANDEMBOX, MERIVOBOX and 
LEGRABOX to suit your needs. We have simplified and at 
the same time optimised our TANDEMBOX range especially 
for our industrial customers. MERIVOBOX is a new box plat-
form for your ideas. And LEGRABOX offers a wide variety 
of design possibilities, enabling you to implement your ideas 
and create bespoke furniture and living spaces. Despite their 
diversity, they all have one thing in common: the quality you 
have come to expect from Blum.
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Box systems | TANDEMBOX

TANDEMBOX 
Efficient and simple
We have simplified and added new possibilities to the range 
for our industrial customers. You can choose between an 
A and T design and combine accessories as you wish. All 
gallery options and cover caps are now available in the four 
standard colours. And our new BOXSIDE allows you to turn 
a pull-out with a round gallery into a drawer with closed sides 
within seconds. What is more, the new front fixing, which is 
identical for all inner pull-outs, makes assembly even easier.
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Available in all standard colours 
The round gallery and its cover caps 
are now also available in all four 
standard colours.

New! BOXSIDE for round galleries 
Upgrade for pull-outs with a round gallery: 
Just push back the cover cap of the round 
gallery and insert BOXSIDE – that’s it. 
You’ve got a TANDEMBOX pull-out.

A and T design 
First, choose your drawer side: You 
can select between an A or T design. 
Both designs are compatible with all 
accessories and can be combined as 
you wish. 

Box systems | TANDEMBOX
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Box systems | TANDEMBOX

New front fixing 
No matter whether round or rectangular gallery, 
the new front fixing is suitable for all inner pull-
outs. So you can use the same front fixing for 
all inner pull-outs regardless of the accessories 
you choose for differentiation. Here we have a 
round gallery with BOXSIDE.

Round gallery 
Now available in silk white, white aluminium, titanium 
grey and orion grey with matching cover caps.

Rectangular gallery 
A coordinated colour scheme is also  
available for rectangular galleries.

Rectangular gallery and design element 
Simply insert a design element and create  
a pull-out with closed sides in seconds.
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Box systems | MERIVOBOX

MERIVOBOX  
Let's create –  
The box platform for your ideas
Offering variety has never been so easy. This platform makes it incredibly  
simple to manufacture and assemble drawers and pull-outs to meet every  
demand. Experience maximum functionality combined with stunning design.  
In short, MERIVOBOX makes your ideas and those of your customers happen.  
Get a head start and get ready for the challenges that lie ahead.

PLATFORM

FUNCTIONALITY

DESIGN

ASSEMBLY
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Box systems | MERIVOBOXPlatform 
It takes just a few components to create 
your own broad range. And your furni-
ture manufacturing processes become 
even more efficient at the same time! 
Diverse and yet simple.

Design 
MERIVOBOX boasts straight lines 
and a striking look. Create your own 
diverse and unmistakable range of 
furniture! Modern minimalism meets 
distinctive design.

Assembly 
A well-thought-out concept. 
No matter which model you opt 
for, assembly is always simple 
and adjustment always the same. 
It is extremely easy to achieve 
precise results.

Functionality 
MERIVOBOX will inspire your cus-
tomers for the lifetime of the furniture. 
The newly developed runner concept 
delivers extremely smooth running 
action and high load bearing capacity 
coupled with a feather-light glide and 
enhanced stability.
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MERIVOBOX modular with gallery 
The high fronted pull-out option with 
a gallery is a real eye-catcher and a 
top-quality entry-level solution.

MERIVOBOX modular with BOXCAP 
Experts consistently opt for metal. It  
accentuates the clear cut design.

MERIVOBOX modular with gallery and design element 
Countless combination options provide a high level of design freedom.

Box systems | MERIVOBOX
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MERIVOBOX modular with BOXCOVER 
Here in drawer height N.

MERIVOBOX pure 
The monolithic high fronted pull-out option 
impresses with large, continuous surfaces to 
create a supreme drawer side design.

MERIVOBOX modular with BOXCOVER 
Glass design elements capture the light and create 
a classy impression. Here in drawer height M.

Box systems | MERIVOBOX
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Box systems | LEGRABOX

myLEGRABOX 
Turn your inspiration into a reality

Transform living space into design space. Think design: outside and 
in. Get new ideas for innovative furniture concepts from all over the 
world and turn your inspiration into unique furniture. No matter what 
inspires you – LEGRABOX gives you endless possibilities to channel 
inspiration into design. What is more, you can make your furniture as 
simple or bespoke as you wish. Join us on a journey of discovery!

The ultimate in individualisation: Design to your heart’s content. 
Mix colours and materials, use printing, laser-engraving and 
embossing options to add customised designs and create 
unique furniture that delights your customers.

The special collection: Incredible drawer side looks based  
on the new colour, carbon black matt and stunning material 
mixes with anti-fingerprint stainless steel, a special 3D  
carbon look or a noble rust structured finish.

The basis: LEGRABOX pure and LEGRABOX free offer a 
selection of noble matt colours and a premium look in anti-
fingerprint stainless steel. 

The branding element enables customisation across all 
LEGRABOX design options.

LEGRABOX individual

LEGRABOX special edition

LEGRABOX pure / free

Branding element
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LEGRABOX special edition 
Noble rust on the outside, carbon black matt 
on the inside – this drawer side colour mix 
makes the drawer a double eye-catcher.

LEGRABOX individual 
Front in lustrous brass and printed drawer sides 
in carbon black matt produce a striking contrast.

Box systems | LEGRABOX
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LEGRABOX individual 
The embossed drawer side in orion grey matt 
harmonises beautifully with both dark and 
light colours. Enjoy the freedom to combine 
different styles.

LEGRABOX free 
Drawer sides in orion grey matt combined  
with smoked glass design elements allow  
the drawer contents to shimmer through.  
The silver branding element creates additional 
visual impact.

Box systems | LEGRABOX
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If you make wooden drawers, you’ll be interested in top quality  
runners by Blum. Be it MOVENTO or TANDEM – we have the  
right runner system for every requirement so there are no limits to  
your ideas. We have recently made additions to our range, giving  
you even more possibilities for customised applications. Our  
concealed TANDEM runner system is now also available with 7/8  
extension and as a single extension with integrated TIP-ON. 

Runner systems 
Quality steel for your  
wooden design ideas

Runner systems
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7/8

Easy assembly 
thanks to locking device 
or hook and peg feature

Economical 7/8 extension  
for ergonomic access

Full extension

Single extension

Feather-light glide 
so that drawers and pull-outs open 
and close softly and effortlessly 

Easy access 
to all contents, even  
to those at the back  
of drawers

With integrated  
BLUMOTION or TIP-ON 
for a top quality opening  
and closing action

Standard drilling positions 
for standardised manufacturing

NEW to the TANDEM range 
We at Blum would like to meet your needs and those 
of your customers in the best possible way. Not just 
today, but also tomorrow. That is why we are continu-
ously optimising and extending the TANDEM range. For 
example, we now offer TANDEM with ergonomic 7/8 
extension and an economical single extension runner 
with integrated TIP-ON motion technology.

Soft end stop 
for a soft opening action

Broad range 
with many nominal lengths and load 
bearing classes. TANDEM 16 mm 
and TANDEM 19 mm for drawer side 
thicknesses of 17 to 19 mm

Runner systems
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Runner systemsPull-outs near the floor 
TANDEM is stable and 
has very good sag values. 
It is therefore suitable for 
pull-outs that are near the 
floor as well as extra wide, 
high and deep pull-outs. 

Easy assembly 
You can opt between a 
hook and peg feature and 
a locking device. Integrated motion technology 

Drawers open with a single touch thanks to TIP-ON. 
TIP-ON is integrated in the TANDEM single extension 
runner. To close, gently press shut. 
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REVEGO unoREVEGO duo

Pocket systems | REVEGO

REVEGO 
New pocket systems 
More and more people are merging their kitchen, dining, living and working space. 
How best can this trend be implemented in modern living concepts? Our solution  
is a new product category called pocket systems. Single or double door applica-
tions can be used to “magic” away a kitchen or entire living areas. REVEGO  
opens up completely new design possibilities for small and large rooms. 

Our secret: The technology is completely integrated in a special narrow cabinet, 
the pocket. Your benefits: Simple planning, easy installation and more efficiency 
and cost effectiveness thanks to pre-assembly and simplified processes.

Single door applicationDouble door application
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Pocket systems | REVEGO

Efficient manufacturing 
Thanks to the well-thought-out pocket  
construction, REVEGO (and all its integrated  
fittings) can be pre-assembled in your workshop  
and then easily transported to site. 

Easy planning 
Thanks to fixed pocket widths, REVEGO can easily be integrated in a 
kitchen layout or incorporated next to fitted furniture. It gives you the 
freedom to design the furniture around the pocket exactly as you wish.

Easy assembly 
Erect pockets, align with the furniture you would 
like to close off and attach, install horizontal 
track and doors, align gaps – that’s it.
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Pocket systems | REVEGO

Plinth options 
Can be implemented with or 
without a base construction.

Flush and projecting fronts 
Different nominal lengths allow you to create 
bespoke solutions and adapt applications to  
the installation situation. 

Flush or projecting fronts depending on installation 
depth and front width

With or without handles 
Easy opening and closing with 
and without handles thanks to 
TIP-ON.

Single and double door applications 
Applications can be used independently and 
combined as you wish. Full overlay fronts con-
ceal the pocket completely. Fronts glide out of 
the pocket at a single touch. 
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Pocket systems | REVEGO

Application options 
REVEGO is the answer if you would like to quickly  
conceal functional furniture or close off additional  
workspaces when required.
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Design trends

Dark surfaces 
It's not just design, it's style
When we develop products we take inspiration from the 
latest trends, like the new interior design trend towards 
dark surfaces. Cabinets and fronts in muted colours and 
dark accents in light coloured furniture create a stunning 
effect. Our dark fittings for wall cabinets, doors and pull-
outs give you greater scope for designing fine furniture 
without compromising on form. 
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Design trends

Hinge systems 
Our hinges in onyx black discreetly complement  
dark furniture and create visual impact in light  
coloured furniture. 

Box systems 
Lush terra black matt or noble carbon black  
matt make our box systems real eye-catchers.

Lift systems 
AVENTOS HK top is also available in dark colours.  
For harmonious wall cabinet interiors.
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Digital technologyPower integrated furniture 
New technologies,  
new possibilities
We believe that furniture of the future will be a “home” for 
smart devices. To this end, we will offer the infrastructure 
to supply power to your furniture. This will make furniture 
the basis for future applications, ideas and visions.
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Digital technologyFit for the future through standardisation 
USB-C is becoming the most commonly used type of 
interface for electronic devices. We anticipate that this 
interface will become the standard on the market for 
future applications. Furniture will be a new “home” for 
electronic devices. And gadgets will be supplied with 
power directly where they are kept.

Tailored to your needs 
Functional: Lighting makes the contents of pull-outs visible. Integrate  
lighting into your furniture with ease – using a well-thought-out infrastructure. 

Emotional: Use background lighting to create ambience in any room.  
The decorative lighting functions are easy to operate.
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ServicesBlum Services 
Our focus is on your needs 
We support your daily operations and work with you to solve chal-
lenges. Be inspired by the combination of our top quality products 
and services tailored to your needs. No matter whether cabinet 
makers, industrial customers or distributors, everyone should benefit 
from our services and assembly devices. We would like you to be 
able to concentrate on your core competencies and have more time 
for your customers.
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The supply of products alone is not enough. We don’t just want to 
satisfy you as a customer – we want to inspire you with our products 
and services. Our services are designed to make it easy for you to in-
tegrate our products in your processes and optimise them. In addition, 
we offer services that create added value for your customers. This will 
make it even easier for your customers to buy from you.

Services for  
distributors

Services | Distributors

Supplier and  
product range management

Marketing Purchasing
Quotation and  

sales
Logistics and  

services
Delivery and  

provision
After sales  

service

Advantages for you: 
–  Save time preparing information 

about your product range 
–  Make it easier for your customers to 

select and order products 
–  Improve customer satisfaction with 

fewer complaints 

More time for you to take care of 
your customers.

Exchange of  
product data 
Receive product informa- 
tion that is accurate, up-
to-date and complete – all 
in a single data package. 
Set up the interface and 
benefit from the automated 
provision of comprehensive 
content for your shop and 
catalogue. 

Marketing Media Library 
Use top quality photos,  
videos and brochures  
about our products and  
spend less time and money 
on your communication  
measures.

Order management 
Keep a clear overview 
of orders with our Order 
Management Service. 
Send your orders directly 
to Blum and check up on 
status right from the start 
of the ordering process.

Product Configurator 
Let your customers config-
ure Blum products directly 
in your online shop using 
our Product Configurator. 
The advantage is that parts 
lists can be transferred 
directly to your online 
shop with a click thanks to 
an integrated distributor 
interface.

Solutions tailored  
to your needs 
We offer a wide range of 
services to ensure the 
supply of the right Blum 
products, to the right 
place, at the right time. 
Start the conversation 
with our specialists to 
develop made-to-meas-
ure solutions.

Quality of packaging 
We attach importance 
to the reusability of 
our packaging without 
compromising on quality. 
We are also keen to 
work together with you 
to develop packaging 
that is tailored to your 
requirements. 

Personal support 
Do you have any ques- 
tions or challenges you  
need to resolve? Please  
do not hesitate to contact  
us. We are at your dis- 
posal at all times – let’s take  
on the challenge together.
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Good services are there when you need 
them. As a reliable partner, we offer you 
services and practical assembly devices 
that complement our products and support 
you along every step of your manufacturing 
process. We will help you transform your 
ideas into fine furniture.

Services for  
cabinet makers

Services | Cabinet makers

Marketing
Concept and 

planning, quotation
Design Ordering Production

Delivery and  
installation

After sales  
service

Advantages for you: 
– Online and personal support 
–  Services for you as a cabinet maker 

and entrepreneur 
–  Top quality furniture in less time 

More time for you to impress with 
your craftsmanship.

Marketing Media Library 
Use our high-resolution 
images, videos and bro-
chures for your promotion 
campaigns and gain 
inspiration – completely 
free of charge and around 
the clock. 

Product and Cabinet 
Configurator 
Plan, configure and save 
your projects online with 
ease – with our free Prod-
uct and Cabinet Config-
urator. Create up-to-date 
parts lists for your offers 
to customers.

CAD/CAM Data Service 
Our CAD/CAM Data Ser-
vice also provides com-
prehensive data for your 
software. You will find an 
overview of our interface 
partners on our homepage. 

Distributor interface 
Transfer the parts list 
produced by our Product 
and Cabinet Configurator 
directly to the online shops 
of selected distributors and 
simply save your projects 
under “My projects”.

MINIPRESS with  
EASYSTICK 
Our configurators pro-
vide you with production 
drawings or the BXF 
format so that you can 
transfer your planning 
results to MINIPRESS with 
EASYSTICK. We also offer 
templates and assembly 
devices to support you with 
manufacturing. 

EASY ASSEMBLY app 
Use our EASY ASSEM-
BLY app to install and 
adjust our fittings quickly 
and efficiently. The app 
contains assembly in-
structions and videos for 
all our products.

Personal consultation 
We provide personal 
after-sale support. Your 
contact at Blum will be 
happy to answer any 
questions you might have 
about our products and 
services.
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The furniture industry has to do a balancing act between 
standardisation and differentiation. But introducing new 
products need not reduce the efficiency of your manu-
facturing processes. What you need are products and 
services that smoothly fit into your existing operations.

Services for the  
furniture industry

Services | Furniture industry

Product design and  
development

Marketing and  
distribution

Purchasing Production
Packaging and  
transportation

Assembly and  
adjustment

After sales  
service

Advantages for you: 
– Optimised logistics 
– More transparency and flexibility 
– Economical manufacturing 
–  Fast implementation of adjustments 

to the product range 

More time for you to develop new 
furniture ideas.

Implement practical 
furniture ideas 
Our worldwide kitchen 
surveys show us the 
needs of end users. Our 
findings are innovation 
drivers for practical 
furniture. Together with 
you we will find a perfect 
solution and develop 
new concepts.

Marketing support 
Make the most of our 
well-thought-out storage 
space concepts to en-
sure that your customers 
will enjoy their furniture 
for many years to come. 
We will help you produce 
your own marketing docu- 
mentation and support 
you with product training.

Efficient ordering 
We offer solutions and 
tools for efficient and 
error free order fulfilment. 
If you want to optimise 
demand planning and 
order processing, we are 
happy to support you with 
our analysis tools and 
provide personal advice.

Optimised  
manufacturing 
We work hard to ensure 
that our products can 
be smoothly integrated 
into your processes. Our 
offering not only includes 
advice on the optimal 
design of workplaces, 
but also well-thought-out 
assembly devices for 
efficient manufacturing. 

Efficient and  
ecological logistics 
Our experts make sure that 
products are delivered to 
you on time and in an en-
vironmentally-friendly way. 
Together we will examine 
how our fittings can best be 
integrated into your product 
range while taking ecolo- 
gical aspects into consid- 
eration. 

EASY ASSEMBLY app 
Our EASY ASSEMBLY 
app is available world-
wide, around the clock, 
and is designed to help 
you assemble and install 
our products with preci-
sion. Independent install-
ers can also benefit from 
the app.

Personal support 
We are always there 
for you. Our technical 
support team speaks 
many languages and is 
available worldwide. We 
will answer your inquiries 
– personally by phone, 
email or chat.
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We will continue to move ideas forward for you. 
Driven by curiosity to research into needs and 
develop the right products and solutions for you. 
So that we can jointly realise our vision of a better 
quality of living, every day. 
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Our sites in Austria, Poland and China are certified to the international standards mentioned below.
Our site in the USA is certified to ISO 9001.
Our site in Brazil is certified to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.

Julius Blum GmbH
Furniture Fittings Mfg.
6973 Höchst, Austria
Tel.: +43 5578 705-0
Fax: +43 5578 705-44
E-mail: info@blum.com
www.blum.com

Blum Hellas S.A.
19th klm PAIANIAS - 
MARKOPOULOU AV.
THESI POUSI - CHATZI
19002 PAIANIA ATTIKIS
GREECE
Tel: +30 210 27 51 131
Fax: +30 210 27 51 777
E-Mail: info.gr@blum.com
www.blum.com
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